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The living hell of labour in India, on the walls of a Gallery in Bloomsbury, in the heart of London. 

The exhibition is titled Behind the Indian Boom and shines a light on the many facets of Inequality 

and Resistance at the heart of economic growth - as clearly stated in the subtitle. And the venue can 

only be the Brunei Gallery, just opposite the SOAS University, one of the best hub for research that 

our Old Europe can still offer in the field of anthropology - when it is meant as a far-ranging 

appraisal of the contradictions of our present.   

The living hell represented here is the result of a collective effort of visual recording by people who 

certainly didn’t find themselves there by coincidence, nor as photojournalists - but because they are 

researchers, in the sense that a Giulio Regeni might have intended. People who, having chosen a 

certain field of observation, return there regularly for months at a time, year after year, even when 

there is little left to discover, even when that forgotten corner of the world has become so familiar to 

qualify them as experts - because what is actually driving them, even after years, is something else. 

A feeling of belonging to those communities and landscapes that they witnessed as trapped by 

unimaginably brutal socio-environmental conditions - and in resistance. An urgency that certainly 

goes far beyond the so-called participant observation and that at some point or another becomes so 

acute, that even the research itself calls for a sharing far beyond the papers and conference calls - 

and needs exposure, or something close to activism. 

Children among the debris 

And there we are, confronted by these collections of images, grouped under headings that might 

seem curt (like: coal / bricks / cotton / iron scavenging) but that together illustrate the impossibly 

archaic realities of the world’s second emergent power straight after China, where human labour 

can be cheaper than machines simply because it costs… almost nothing (if not nothing at all). We 

are reminded that the minimum wage in India still remains below the total of 2 Euros per day - 

when it is paid! because it is not infrequent the case of labourers working only for board, or in 

exchange of the scraps that they will sell on some black markets, perhaps with the intermediation of 

exploitative middle-men (or local mafias…). 

Incredulous, we keep staring at those visual field notes. Open-cast mines excavated only with bare 

hands, women and men made equal by modern slavery, their children at short distance among the 

debris. Stone quarries worked out without the faintest idea of a drill, a sledge hammer will do. And 



then the bricks, made one after one in vats of clay and water, before being left to dry and finally 

taken away, precariously perched on barely-functional bicycles - in order to feed the building sites 

that are everywhere in India nowadays. In a particular video we watch in admiration the dexterity 

with which a line of women throw these bricks to each other as if in a dance - the Indian version of 

a conveyor belt. 

Endless migration 

And then the misery of seasonal labor: a human flow literally impossible to quantify although the 

most recent estimates put the number at 140 million people. A particularly touching series of 

photographs depicts this endless migration inside precarious shelters (often little more than a sheet 

on the pavement); or squeezed in carts like cattle; or inside a train carriage, with women piling over 

each other’s exhaustion. Not to mention the most indecent work of all, the one that is left to the 

dalits, or untouchables: the so called waste ‘management’, first and foremost the shit that 

accumulates in millions of latrines every day, in the slums that fill every possible space left amidst 

brand new housing estates. A video takes a close look at how ash is used to mitigate the smell, and 

how the shit is removed only with a dustpan, no gloves nor water, flies everywhere. The absolute 

shame of the environment becomes even clearer when we hear the woman who inhabits the shack, 

only one step higher in the caste system which determines that a dalit woman should come for the 

cleaning of her latrine: “She is paid, of course: 100 rupees a month...” the equivalent of 1 euro and 

30 cents! 

It comes naturally to wonder how such an emergency-like human condition can be considered 

bearable – and in fact, it can’t. Last year there was some (limited) coverage in the media about the 

magnitude of a general strike that involved up to 180 million workers (or maybe only 140 million, 

an amazing number nonetheless) crossing their arms for one day across all work sectors in India. 

Indeed an extraordinary event, and not only for the numbers, but for the collective display of 

courage – considering that 92% of the Indian work-force is in so-called informal labour, which 

means at the mercy of middle-men, corporals who resort to the ultimate outsourcing of any possible 

task amid a thick web of contracts and sub-contracts, job centers in the best of cases, with no rights 

nor protection of any sort. To go on strike in India is, in other words, a significant challenge - one 

that an unquantifiable multitude of Indian workers in the most diverse sectors had the courage to 

run in September last year (and again this year, more then once: the last demo of some importance  

took place in central Delhi around November 9th and lasted three days). 



Caste struggle 

But more often than not, no strike or appeal to justice will serve the purpose. Particularly in the 

tribal areas, where the only form of “employment” is in mining, or in the absolute precariousness of 

seasonal work, or in states such as Uttar Pradesh, where the caste issue has become a gang battle - 

the ‘law’ is determined by the stronger side, be it the local boss or the corporation, often supported 

by the police. A particularly cruel reality, conveyed here through a magnificent black & white series 

by Javed Iqbal, the only professional photographer that has been included in this exhibition, and not 

only for the undeniable quality of his work, but because his work totally identifies itself with those 

areas of darkness - and if at some point the focus is extended to Delhi or Mumbai, it is only in order 

to document the last leg of the exodus, and the beginning of a new urban hell in the slums. His gaze 

never ceased to be the activist’s one… 

And 100% activist can be considered the approach itself, the involvement, the passion of all those 

who have contributed to this exhibition as protagonists, starting from the curators: the filmmaker 

Simon Chambers and the anthropologist Alpa Shah, in collaboration with Jens Lerche, 

Vikramaditya Thakur, Itay Noy and many more, all academics or doctoral students of amazing 

commitment and value. Chambers is known for a series of documentaries, in particular focusing on 

the resistance of the adivasi Gond against the multinational Vedanta in Chattisgarh; not to mention a 

recent spell of teaching at the Jamia University in Delhi (and a couple of short films in this 

exhibition have resulted from his courses). As for Alpa Shah, it would be hard to imagine a stronger 

academic reputation coupled with a more radical determination to go against the grain in research. 

Shah is famous for her long field works in the tribal areas of central India, especially in Jharkhand, 

and is among the few people who have been able to cut through into that heart of darkness of 

unsolvable complexity that has been playing out for years in the forests: the Naxalite insurgency 

that in 2006 was defined by the then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh as “the most serious issue for 

the Indian government since the declaration of Independence”, and that never ceased to remain 

serious to this day, as attested by the daily reports of attacks, villages in flames, number of people 

killed, or ‘only’ badly wounded, trashed, vanished. A reality that the final room of this Exhibition 

documents with a series of pictures taken during her fieldwork within the ‘infested’ areas: so 

striking for their total proximity with an armed struggle depicted in all its archaic and yet so present 

manifestation – and as a visual diary of a lived experienced (the marches and military exercises in 

the night, the 3rd millennium maoism’s daily life in its minute details), that goes well beyond the 

boundaries of academic research. 



(2nd & shorter article) Denied rights of Modern India 

Is it possible to foresee a way of fixing a scenario of such spectacular inequality, in line with an 

economic boom of such majestic profitability that a good number of Indian tycoons now rank in the 

club of the planetary super-rich? The answer of this exhibition’s curators is: Nope. In fact, the 

opposite is true: it is precisely thanks to such structural and somehow ‘planned’ inequality that 

India’s economic boom has expressed profits so spectacularly out of scale, not only for a small 

number of modern nawabs - but for the larger banquet of global finance as well. 

That’s why this exhibition could not be only a display of impressive photographs. Promoted by the 

London School of Economics, in particular by the Department of Anthropology as part of a research 

project on the theme of “Poverty and Inequality” directed by the same Alpa Shah, the event will 

also include a day-long Seminar on December 9, featuring contributions by activists, media 

professional and researchers as well as academics, who will travel to London from their various 

fields in India. Just a few names: Sukhdeo Thorat, Anand Teltumbde, Virginius Xaxa, Gopal Guru, 

Joseph Bara, Kalpana Kannabiran, K Satyanarayan, Bhangya Bhukya, Javed Iqbal, Ruby Hembrom 

and Gautam Mody, in dialogue with Jens Lerche, David Mosse, Clarinda Still, John Harriss, 

Nathaniel Roberts, Richard Axelby and many more, who have contributed to the endeavor of this 

uniquely choral project. A collection of essays titled Ground Down by Growth: Tribe, Caste, Class 

and Inequality in 21st Century India will be presented in the same day, as synthesis of the field 

works projects that resulted in the exhibition. 

(More info: https://www.soas.ac.uk/gallery/indian-boom/)   

The focus will be on the more than ever complex issue of Rights in modern India. For example, the 

right of development (or exploitation) in the forests and tribal areas: until recently they were 

protected by a relatively robust legislation, that has been gradually eroded over the years, and is 

now at risk of radical revision. Or the issue of land grabbing, considered the normal ‘corollary’ of 

any development project. Or again, issues related to practically every single front of dissent, protest, 

resistance - and collateral abuses. Like in the case of the inhuman detention of Sai Baba, a well 

known University Professor who is kept in prison in appalling conditions with the accusation of 

being the ideologist of the Naxalite insurrection, despite being disabled from the waist down. Not to 

mention the issue of casteism, which is getting more explosive across the sub-continent - and so 

much more, including a glimpse to the rich mosaic of grassroots initiatives and media projects, that 

in the shadow of Shining India have grown spontaneously in recent years. 

https://www.soas.ac.uk/gallery/indian-boom/
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